
AI Magic on Utility Meme Coin

Dogverse AI



Introduction

Welcome to the AI meme Revolution: DogVerse AI



1. Unleashing a Multiverse Playground:


2. A Collision of Cutting-Edge Technologies:


3. A Call to Arms for Meme Warriors:


This whitepaper invites you to embark on an unforgettable journey through 
the DogVerse AI universe. It's more than just a game; it's a dynamic, 
decentralized world teeming with possibilities. $DOGAIX serves as your 
gateway token, granting access to a universe of gaming, AI-powered NFT 
creation, educational initiatives and community engagement.



$DOGAIX is a revolutionary utility meme token powering the DogVerse AI 
ecosystem, a multichain playground where advanced AI, captivating games, 
and a vibrant NFT marketplace collide. This whitepaper unveils the 
ambitious vision behind $DOGAIX, its diverse utilities, and the roadmap for 
conquering the crypto-gaming frontier.



So, meme warriors, strap in and hold on tight as we redefine what it means 
to be a part of the financial world. Together, we'll create a future With the 
brand power of DogVerse AI leading the way, there's no limit to what we 
can achieve. Get ready to embrace the power of memes and let's rewrite 
history together!




Multichain Power:

No Transaction Tax:

Legends of Dogiverse:

Pawsome AI 3D Model Creation:

PupMeme University:

 $DOGAIX thrives on multiple blockchains for seamless 
user experience and amplified reach.
 Ethereum & Base conquered! but that's just the beginning! Get ready 

for more chains like BSC, Avalanche, Polygon & Solana coming soon. 
Stay tuned for the ultimate blockchain adventure! 

 DogVerse AI rejects the notion of transaction taxes. 
We believe true value stems from the ecosystem itself, not simply from 
trading activity
 Unlike some other realms, we don't tax your $DOGAIX when you join 

the adventure or head back to reality. It's all about maximizing your 
enjoyment

 Your $DOGAIX fuels your journey: Use it to battle in the Play-to-Earn 
game, earn rewards through staking, and access all the pawsome 
features of the DogVerse AI universe.  Get ready for an epic adventure 
without any tollbooths! 

 Immerse yourself in a Play-to-Earn NFT multiverse 
game with captivating lore and dynamic gameplay.



 Bring your furry friend (real-life dog) to 
life with AI-powered 3D Models, customized your NFTs to reflect their 
unique personality.



 Learn valuable pet care tips delivered with a dash of 
meme magic!


The beating heart of DogVerse AI lies within its vibrant AIcosystem, a 
multichain playground where the power of $DOGAIX fuels a diverse array 
of interconnected experiences.



A Glimpse into the AIcosystem Offerings:



Forget Ecosystem, 

Unleash the AIcosystem!



Tokenomics

Fund % Allocation Token

Presale 35% 350,000,000

Staking Rewards 15% 150,000,000

Ecosystem Fund 20% 200,000,000

Team & Advisors 10% 100,000,000

Marketing &

Partnership

10%
100,000,000

Liquidity 5% 50,000,000

Community

Rewards & Airdrops

5%
50,000,000



Roadmap of DogVerse AI
Memes to Vision



Level 1: Launchpad


 Fire up the presale engines.
 Unlock multichain utility.
 Ignite a global marketing quest.

 Seize new chains.
 Treasure Locks! Unleash staking mechanisms
 Open the gates of PupMeme University.
 Secure our stronghold with liquidity locks.
 Global DEX invasions.





 Cast a wider net with more DEX listings.
 Unleash Legends of Dogiverse
 Deploy play-to-earn treasures and airdrops 

rewards
 Enlist influential warriors and metaverse 

pioneers.


Level 3: Ecosystem Development



Level 2: Expansion Pack

Level 2: Expansion Pack



 Creator’s Forge! Make your pet a 3D NFT 
with AI magic!

 NFT Marketplace Revolution!  Flaunt your 
creations and trade them.

 Metaverse Expansion! Strengthen ties with 
new and existing virtual worlds.





Level 4: Era of AI Enlightenment





Conclusion

Disclaimer

Welcome, Adventurer!



Are you ready to unleash the power of DogVerse AI? The adventure begins 
now! 

Unlock the gateway to an epic multichain adventure powered by AI magic, 
thrilling games, and a bustling NFT marketplace. DogVerse AI is poised to 
reshape crypto gaming with its boundless utilities, ambitious roadmap, 
and relentless innovation.



This whitepaper is just the first chapter. Join us on this epic journey and be 
part of the revolution. Together, we'll push the boundaries of AI-powered 
decentralization and rewrite the rules of the crypto-gaming landscape.



DogVerse AI is an exciting journey, but like any adventure, it comes with 
potential hazards.



This whitepaper outlines the project's potential, but it's crucial to 
understand the risks involved before acquiring $DOGAIX tokens.



Here's a rundown of the key considerations
 Financial Risks: Investing in $DOGAIX involves the possibility of losing 

some or all of your investment
 Technology Risks: The DogVerse AI platform, built on the blockchain, 

could be vulnerable to hacking or malicious attacks
 Regulatory Uncertainty: Crypto regulations are constantly evolving, 

potentially impacting how you can hold and use $DOGAIX tokens.



Remember, you are solely responsible for your investment decisions. 
DogVerse AI disclaims any liability for any losses or damages incurred 
through your use of the platform or $DOGAIX tokens.



Cryptocurrencies may be unregulated in your jurisdiction. The value of 
cryptocurrencies may go down as well as up. Profits may be subject to 
capital gains or other taxes applicable in your jurisdiction.



Ready to face the challenges and explore the possibilities? Let's go!



